PRF donor field visited sub-projects between 2-6 March 2017 in Huaphanh Province
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During the field visited sub-projects from 2-6 March 2017 in Huaphanh Province, World Bank team had a courtesy visit to the Vice-provincial Governor and also meeting with Huaphanh provincial sectors in order to make an cooperation with PRF III implementation procedure how to in line with government side. Beside that WB team travelled to Keovaen village, Xiengkhor district to visit multipurpose center/VNC, SHG and dispensary in Keovaen village and meeting with village authorities, VIT and villagers and then the team travelled to Keolom village to visit gravity fed water system sub-project and meeting with village authorities, VIT and villagers. After that the team continued travelled to Paja village, Houameuang district to visit primary school construction VNC, SHG and Gravity fed system (Cycle IX) and meeting with village authorities, VIT and villagers.

Finally, field visited in 5 days WB team had a pleasure with this mission because the team had seen PRF III implementation progress and conducting in Community Driven Development procedure.
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